SAFETY

EROAD Inspect
EROAD Inspect, our paperless driver vehicle inspection
report (DVIR), gives you complete confidence your fleet is
FMCSA compliant. With this in-vehicle, real-time reporting
and communications solution, you’ll identify vehicle issues
sooner, improve turnaround time on repairs and operate
safer vehicles.
One easy solution for ELD and DVIR
The best choice for ELD compliance also streamlines your
defect reporting and repairs. With EROAD’s in-vehicle
ELD you’ll easily capture your drivers’ hours of service and
streamline your defect resolutions.
EROAD Inspect leads the driver through a simple and
methodical inspection process. Drivers can report defects as
well as certify their repairs, greatly streamlining pre-trip and
post-trip inspections.
For safety or service managers EROAD Inspect interfaces with
our web application Depot, providing real-time visibility of
defects. The Defect Board within Depot offers drag-and-drop
capabilities making it easy to prioritize and show what has
been repaired for faster turnaround time on repairs and safer
vehicles. As defects move from reported to repaired, EROAD
Inspect ensures you’re compliant with a three-signature
electronic verification.

KEY BENEFITS
Driver friendly
Guides drivers through inspections and
allows them to focus on one item at a time
One device, multiple applications
Captures hours of service and defects – all
with one easy-to-use in-vehicle device
Absolute transparency
Know exactly what defects exist in your
fleet and their current repair status
Eliminates paperwork
Streamlines maintenance tracking and
reporting
Improved visibility
Engages drivers in the repair process with
real-time visibility into repair status
Safety first
Reinforces a safety-first environment

And the best part is you have an all-in-one solution, backed by
EROAD’s team of experts.

Intuitive in-vehicle touchscreen allows drivers to report as well as certify vehicle defects are repaired
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KEY FEATURES

›› Driver-friendly Intuitive in-vehicle touchscreen leads drivers through a series of simple prompts to
record defects

›› FMCSA compliant Electronic three-signature compliance ensures clear communication between
driver, workshop and office as issues are reported, repaired and certified

›› Identifies vehicles in danger of violating regulations or in need of maintenance Service teams are
notified of defects, log repairs and communicate with the driver upon completion through EROAD’s
on-line Defect Board

›› Reports at your fingertips make audits easier Reports for truck, trailer and other equipment are in

one place, providing information on who reported the defect, who certified it, was it repaired and
who verified the repair; separate inspection reports give you a complete DVIR history for each asset

›› Includes hardware, software and data Giving you confidence you have the most accurate and
reliable information backed by world class customer support

Service teams are notified of defects, log repairs and communicate with the driver upon completion

One end-to-end solution
EROAD puts everything at your fingertips, saving you time and effort at every turn. You can rely on EROAD’s
powerful set of tools to take control of your tax, compliance, and operational performance – including an FMCSA
registered and third-party verified ELD, creating a safer work environment for your drivers, and making it easier
and faster to accurately track, manage, and share hours of service.
EROAD. Confidence in every mile.

See www.eroad.com/us/products, or call 1-855-503 7623 for more information.

